
Curriculum Coverage - Spring Term 2 

Monday 25th February 2019 

Dear Parent/Carer, 

Welcome back! I trust that everyone had a relaxing and enjoyable half-term. Please see below for our 

plans and learning intentions for Spring Term 2. We our fast approaching SATs and this half-term 

is crucial with progression towards end of year expectations. As always, we expect children to 

be focused and working hard. We our privileged to have teachers from other year groups 

supporting our year 6 children this half-term, as they come to the end of their KS2 journey. 

Theme – Our theme will be around the idea that ‘A Picture Tells a Story’. The children will take 

inspiration from the pictures of Harris Burdick. They will research who Harris Burdick was and come 

up with their own ideas. Furthermore, the children will research Chris Van Allsburg, who put Burdick’s 

pictures together. In addition, we will discuss how imagery contributes to intrigue and affects thoughts 

and feelings. Finally, the children will create their own picture that tells a story. 

English – Writing -the children will be writing stories based on given pictures by Harris Burdick. The 

children will have to use their imaginations and create a story to accompany the picture. Key SPaG 

features will be taught and will be necessary within their stories. Remember that neat presentation 

and joined handwriting are a must in Year 6 in order to meet age related expectations. Reading 

– the class will be continuing to deepen their inference and comprehension skills. Using the pictures 

of Harris Burdick will help with inference and lead to questions that the children can answer. The 

children will also become critical friends, reading and editing each other’s stories. Furthermore, the 

children will have the opportunity to write their letters to children, who are mostly of the Islamic faith, in 

Blackburn. 

Maths – We will be finding areas, perimeters and volumes of shapes before moving on to 

coordinates. The children will plot points on a full coordinate grid and translate plotted shapes. Please 

note that all times tables and division facts should be known. These can easily be learnt and 

practiced at home.  

RE – The children will revisit Lent and explain why it is important to give something up, such as a 

habit, in order to try and better themselves. Furthermore, we will recognise the importance of 

almsgiving, learn how the Beatitudes help us to live a Christian life and understand the parable of the 

Rich Man and Lazarus. In addition, the children will research and create a fact-file on the role of a 

bishop. Once again, we will have a Prayer Space this year where the children can engage and reflect 

from the activities available to them.   



PE – The children will be doing various sports activities at school every Wednesday afternoon. We 

will focus on teamwork – what it means to be a team player, and learning how to be competitive – 

knowing that winning and losing is not everything. Furthermore, the children will improve their hand-

eye co-ordination and awareness of space. Please ensure that your child's PE kit and uniform are 

labelled with their name to prevent anything getting lost or mixed up. Their full PE kit will need 

to be in school ready for PE on Wednesday. 

Science – The children will discuss what it means to be a scientist and how to work scientifically. 

Over the half-term, the children will set up experiments with a focus on predictions, fair testing and 

presenting findings in charts and graphs. 

Art – Using Harris Burdick as inspiration, the children will create their own pictures that tell a story. 

Music – weekly hymn practice. 

 

ICT – The children will be deepening their understanding of Office packages, such as Word, 

PowerPoint and Publisher. 

 

Spanish – We will be using the interactive programme Liguascope to consolidate family members, 

clothing and facial features. The children will continue to speak and write full sentences. 

 

PSHE – The children will have discussions on healthy eating, affects of exercise and teamwork during 

PE. SEAL – reflection of our actions and our self. British Values – stewardship and preparing the 

Jubilee Garden. 

Homework will be set on a Friday and due the following Wednesday. It is expected that all 

homework is completed and submitted on time. The children will continue to have their 

reading, grammar and maths workbooks, and in some weeks will be given a SATs practice 

paper. Any homework not submitted on time will be completed at lunchtime. 

If you have any questions about our plans this half-term please come and speak to us or make an 

appointment with the office. 

We look forward to seeing you all for parent consultations on Tuesday 5th March and 

Wednesday 6th March. 

Please remember that we have our SATs clubs after school this half-term. Math on a Tuesday 

and English on a Thursday. These start at 3.15pm and end of 4.15pm.   

Kind Regards,  

Mr S. Allen-Wicks and Mrs N. Day  

Year 6 Class Teachers 


